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Bee Quiz: Trivia Questions with Answers

  

  1. What is the name of a special device for stoking the bees with smoke?

Smoking pipe

Bee smoker

Smoke

2. What is a honeybee?

A plant visited by bees to collect nectar

A hive where bees live

A bee that produces honey
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3. What is the name of the branch of alternative medicine in which treatment is carried out with the help of
honey and bees?

Apitherapy

Hirudotherapy

Mesotherapy

4. What is the name of the science that studies honeybees?

Apiology

Beekeeping

Hirudology

5. What is a droner?

The male bee

The worker bee

The queen bee

6. What is the name of the sticky substance that bees collect from the spring buds of trees, modify with their
enzymes, and use to caulk cracks?

Propolis

Beeswax

Beebread

7. What makes the pollen from the flower stick to the bee's body?

Due to a sticky substance on the bee's body.

Due to the difference in charge on the bee's body and the flowers.

Due to the wind.

8. What is the name of the pollen collected by the bees, tamped down in the honeycomb, and poured into the
honey?

Zabrus

Propolis

Beebread

9. Which of the following bee products is partially digested in the honeybee's goiter?
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Honey

Royal jelly

Propolis

Beebread
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Bee Quiz: Trivia Questions with Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the name of a special device for stoking the bees with smoke?
  Bee smoker
  2. What is a honeybee?
  A plant visited by bees to collect nectar
  3. What is the name of the branch of alternative medicine in which treatment is carried out with the
help of honey and bees?
  Apitherapy
  4. What is the name of the science that studies honeybees?
  Apiology
  5. What is a droner?
  The male bee
  6. What is the name of the sticky substance that bees collect from the spring buds of trees, modify
with their enzymes, and use to caulk cracks?
  Propolis
  7. What makes the pollen from the flower stick to the bee's body?
  Due to the difference in charge on the bee's body and the flowers.
  8. What is the name of the pollen collected by the bees, tamped down in the honeycomb, and poured
into the honey?
  Beebread
  9. Which of the following bee products is partially digested in the honeybee's goiter?
  Honey
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